In 2015, world leaders agreed to 17 Global Goals (officially known as the Sustainable Development Goals or SDGs). As part of that they promised equitable, inclusive and quality education for all.

The first target was to ensure that all girls and boys complete free, equitable and quality primary and secondary education. **With just a decade to go, how is Uganda doing on this commitment?**

- Uganda has made good strides in access at primary level, with around 4% of children still out of primary school (around 328,897 children"); however, less than half of all children (43%) complete primary school.\(^2\) Uganda has one of the highest school dropout rates worldwide at primary level with 65%.\(^3\)
- Secondary school completion rates are very low, with only 26% completing lower secondary and 17% of upper secondary.\(^4\)

**Uganda has an unequal education system**

- Completion by wealth also continues to be an issue:
  - Only 18% of poorest children complete primary education versus 71% of the wealthiest;
  - Only 7% of the poorest children complete lower secondary versus 54% of wealthiest;
  - Only 3% of the poorest children complete upper secondary versus 41% of wealthiest;\(^5\)
- There are large rural and urban divides in Uganda, for instance, at lower secondary level, only 38% of rural children versus 64% urban children complete education.\(^6\)
  - Those with disabilities are often the most marginalised. About 16% of Ugandan children have a disability, but only 15% of children with disabilities can access education.\(^7\)
  - Uganda achieved gender parity on enrolment into primary schools in 2014; enrolment into secondary is also close to parity; however, gaps remain in terms of staying on and completing school, especially at secondary level for girls – where total young people enrolled in school are comprised of 53% boys compared to 47% of girls.\(^8\) Only 16% of the poorest rural girls completed primary education, as opposed to 81% of the richest urban girls, and 22% of the poorest rural boys.\(^9\)
  - There is at least a 20-percentage-point gap between rich and poor in the share of children aged 10 to 13 years who are in school and have learned basic mathematics skills.\(^10\) Wealth also influences achieving standard levels of learning for those aged 6-14, with only 15% of those in the low income brackets reaching the standard level in English, in comparison to 23% of the middle income level and 39% of the high income.\(^11\)

This SDG target 4.c commits to substantially increasing the supply of qualified teacher, because “teachers are a fundamental condition for guaranteeing quality education”.\(^12\)

The UN recommends a pupil-teacher ratio of only 40:1 at primary school level, and 30:1 at secondary level.\(^13\)

- In Uganda, there is a severe shortage of teachers\(^14\) with a pupil teacher ratio of 53:1 at primary school.\(^15\)
- This varies greatly by region: in 2019 the government
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reported that Agago district has the highest pupil teacher ratio at primary level at 78:1 and Kyankwanzi has the lowest at 34:1. Eighteen districts have pupil teacher ratios that are above 50 (the government’s own goal).16

- Pupil-classroom ratio is very high especially in deprived districts (for instance, in Maracha this is 171 pupils per classrooms and in Kaabong 140 per classroom).17

Financing SDG 4 requires at least 20% of the budget.

To finance SDG 4 the UN recommends that at least 15-20% of budget go to education, or 4-6% of GDP. Uganda is far from this (see Figure 1 and 2 for historical data over time18). In 2019-20 this stood at just 10.9% of budget share (and 2.4% of GDP).19 and in 2020-21 this stood at 10.9%.20 Uganda sits well below many of its regional neighbours and very low against the sub-Saharan Africa average (which is 5% of GDP21 and 17% in budget share22).

![Figure 1: Uganda share of the budget on education, 2012-2018](https://example.com/figure1.png)

Spending must allow for both SDG 4 quality and equity targets to be met.

At first glance, Uganda has a relatively progressive share of spending by level of education compared to many sub-Saharan African countries, with 56% spent on primary, 25% on secondary and only 16% on tertiary.23 However,

- The richest benefit most from education spending, partly as the per capita grant is five times larger at secondary than primary school, and the poorest household enrolment and completion is heavily weighted towards the primary level.24

- Low shares of public budget to education overall also thwarts the power of public spending on education to tackle inequality: the Commitment to Equity Institute analysis of public spending in Uganda show, overall, it helps decrease income inequality by putting “virtual money” into the pockets of the poorest, but this is less than in other countries, due to the low allocations overall.25

- These overall low shares also lead to very low spending per pupil - Uganda has one of the lowest per pupil spending levels in the world at primary level.26

- A lack of government funding to education in Uganda pushes this onto the shoulders of households, who are major funders of education in Uganda. They fund half of all education spending in Uganda.27 This helps to top up very low spending per pupil by the government (i.e. at primary level this is just US$38 per child per year.28 Pre-primary education is almost entirely funded by households, which, as the UN have pointed out, “may have an impact on equity if poorer households are unable to pay.”29

Reaching SDG4 will require governments to grow their budgets overall.

Uganda requires new public funds to meet the sustained costs required to meet SDG 4, over the long term. Yet, in a time of increasing fiscal pressures on the budget this will become ever more difficult.

This means raising new revenues become increasingly important. According to the UN a minimum of at least 20% tax-to-GDP ratio is needed to deliver on the Sustainable Developments Goals.30 In sub-Saharan Africa, and across low-income countries, Uganda’s tax-to-GDP ratio is below average, at 12.7% (see Figure 3 below).

Uganda needs to find new ways to urgently increase their public spending capacity; this is increasingly important given that debt servicing is sucking away precious revenues, with this standing at 13% in 2020.31
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The World Bank notes that external debt stocks have grown exponentially in recent years in Uganda - at 437%. This needs urgent action to ensure that this does not further erode the very low public spending and revenue available in Uganda – which has been shown to already be one of the lowest tax and public social spending capacities in the world.\(^{32}\)

**Figure 2: Tax-GDP ratios in 2018**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% of GDP</th>
<th>Uganda</th>
<th>Average across 26 African countries**</th>
<th>Average LICs*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* ICTD/UNU-WIDER Government Revenue Dataset  
** based on OECD Africa revenue statistics.

Uganda should focus on increasing revenue by 5%. International studies suggest that for many countries a goal of increasing their tax-to-GDP ratios by 5% in the medium term (3-5 years) is ambitious, but reasonable.\(^{34}\) ActionAid has estimated that if Uganda did this it could lead to new revenues of US$3.1 bn by 2023,\(^{35}\) of which, if the government allocated just 20% of new tax revenues, as per international benchmarks, this could increase the education budget by US$1.5bn – nearly 80% of the 2019 education budget.\(^{36}\) However, this must be done progressively, with attention to this falling on the richest especially as Uganda already tends to rely heavily on indirect taxes which makes their system less progressive than many.\(^{37}\) Yet, in spite of this, over the period 2007-2018, not only has Uganda done too little to improve their tax-to-GDP ratio, but there has been a large domination of indirect taxes versus direct taxes in the total revenues raised (see figure 4). While that has improved slightly over the period, this is very marginal – in other words, Uganda raises too little tax and they do this unfairly.

One way to raise new funds progressively is from corporate tax exemptions. In 2018, the World Bank estimated that Uganda loses around 3% of GDP to both tax corporate tax incentives, and in exemptions.\(^{38}\) Action Aid has calculated this would be US$922.6 million.\(^{39}\) What could this have paid for if 20% of these revenues were allocated to education (as per international recommendations)?
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Progressive and regressive taxes in Uganda

Over the period 2007-2018, while Uganda has done too little to improve their tax-to-GDP ratio. However, they have worked to reduce the overreliance on indirect taxes, versus direct taxes during the same period (marginally), suggesting the tax system has become slightly more progressive.*

* Note. Direct to indirect taxes can be a useful proxy for how regressive or progressive a tax system is: an overreliance on indirect taxes tends to highlight a more regressive tax regime (i.e. an overreliance on VAT, which often hits the poorest hardest), while a greater reliance on direct taxes tends to be more progressive (as this includes tax on corporate taxes or on income taxes for those in the more formalised sectors).

Source: ICTD/UNU-WIDER Government Revenue Dataset

Figure 3: Direct to indirect taxes in total taxes over time

A Call to Action

**ActionAid calls on the government of Uganda** to take the following measures needed to fully finance quality, inclusive public education and achieve SDG 4:

1. Increasing the **SHARE** of the budget allocated to education, by continuing to exceed the UNESCO’s benchmarks of 20% of national budget and/or 6% of GDP.

2. Increasing the **SIZE** of the overall budget, maximizing the availability of resources for investment in public education by:
   - Mitigating the effect of macro-economic policies that limit the amounts available for public spending (e.g. by reducing debt and borrowing, seeking reductions on debt servicing and limiting austerity policies). Improve scrutiny, to allow for a better understanding of borrowings and loans, to ensure a better understanding of the appropriateness of these.
   - Setting targets to increase the tax-to-GDP ratio, including setting-out an urgent timetable to reach a tax-to-GDP ratio of at least 20%. The IMF has noted that countries should aim to meet an ambitious (but realistic target) to increase the tax-to-GDP ratio by 5% in the medium term (3-5 years). To do so, governments should focus on:
     - Ending harmful incentives;
     - Reviewing tax and royalty agreements in the natural resource / extractive sector, in particular;
     - Closing loopholes which enable tax avoidance and evasion in the private sector;
     - Promoting and enforcing fair corporate tax;
     - Promoting and enforcing progressive taxes on personal income and wealth.

3. Increasing the **SENSITIVITY** of national education budgets by:
   - Focusing on equity in public expenditure to redress inequality and tackle discrimination (e.g. stipends for children with disabilities; increased investments in incentives for teacher postings in poor rural areas).
   - Developing nation-wide equity funding formulae which explicitly addresses disadvantage and inequality.

4. Enhancing the **SCRUTINY** of national education budgets by:
   - Actively encouraging scrutiny of education budgets and expenditure to promote transparency and accountability and improve efficiency through timely disbursement of funds and that funds are spent effectively (especially in disadvantaged areas) e.g. by enabling or formalizing community and civil society oversight.